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Abstract
[Description: cartoon images with initial text "A long time ago the rich and the poor did much the same things in their leisure time...They both drank a lot...Had sex at the drop of a hat..."]
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The Story of Bohemia or, Why There Is Nothing to Rebel Against Anymore

John Hanamy

THE STORY OF BOHEMIA
OR
WHY THERE IS NOTHING TO REBEL AGAINST ANYMORE.

A LONG TIME AGO THE RICH AND THE POOR DID MUCH THE SAME THINGS IN THEIR LEISURE TIME...

"THEY BOTH DRANK A LOT..."

"HAD SEX AT THE DROP OF A HAT..."
...they both liked having a good time.

...until one day the poor realised something, they were poor and the rich weren’t.

...and this made them very mad so they started to cut off the heads of the rich.

Thats the basket?
...WELL THE RICH DIDN'T REALLY LIKE HAVING THEIR HEADS CUT OFF.
SO THEY DECIDED TO DO 2 THINGS.
THE FIRST THING WAS TO STOP HAVING THE 18th CENTURY...
.. AND START HAVING A NEW CENTURY...
CALLED THE 19th CENTURY.

... THE SECOND THING WAS TO CONVINCE THE POOR THAT THEY, THE RICH WERE SUPERIOR TO THEM.
...SO THE RICH GAVE THEMSELVES A NEW NAME TO MAKE IT LESS OBVIOUS THAT THEY WERE RICH.... IN THE 19TH CENTURY THEY CALLED THEMSELVES THE MIDDLE CLASSES...AND THEY CALLED THE POOR THE WORKING CLASSES.... AND THEY LIVED ON EITHER SIDE OF A WALL CALLED THE CLASS DIVIDE.

WE ARE THE MIDDLE CLASSES... WE DON'T DRINK... WE DON'T SEXY... OR ENJOY Ourselves IN ANY WAY.

WORKING CLASS... STILL HAVE A GOOD TIME HERE.
5) "...But some of the middle classes got tired of not having fun. So they moved into the working class part.

...Because they didn't fit into either world, they invented a place of their own... they called it Bohemia. In Bohemia they could do all the fun sexy artistic things they couldn't do in the middle class world."
... but then one day something happened...
the working classes discovered
that they were poor and the
middle classes were rich...
this made them mad. (again)

... this terrified the middle classes
who still hadn’t gotten over the
head chopping...
7

...So they decided to do 2 things. The first thing was to stop having the 19th century. And start having a new century called the 20th century.

...The second thing was to convince the working classes that they, the middle classes were exactly the same as them.

“Hi brother”

“Hmmm”
8

...SO THE MIDDLE CLASSES
STARTED DOING ALL THE THINGS
THEY HADN'T DONE FOR SO LONG.
SUCH AS...

...DRINKING TOO MUCH.

...HAVING SEX ALL THE TIME

...AND HAVING A GOOD TIME...
9...BUT THIS WAS BAD NEWS FOR BOHEMIA. SUDDENLY ALL THE FUN, SEXY, ARTISTIC THINGS THAT MADE IT SO ATTRACTIVE BEFORE COULD NOW BE DONE OUT IN THE OPEN...

...SO GRADUALLY BOHEMIA STARTED TO DISAPPEAR...

...AND SO DID THE EXCITING MUSIC AND ART AND WRITING THAT BOHEMIA PRODUCED...
...So as the 21st century dawned...

...and again there was no difference between the rich and the poor...

...except the obvious one...

"Brothers right?"

"Yeah sure."

"O0000"